
Accelerate Genomic 
Analysis with Qumulo 
in the Cloud

Customers looking to move their genomic workloads to the public 
cloud must overcome three major challenges to sustain success:

1. An affordable file data lake that doesnʼt penalize data access
2. Multi-protocol permissions and access for the same data sets
3. High-performance access to the data in order to feed compute farms

With Qumuloʼs cloud file data services, one of the largest national clinical laboratory networks 
in the world is able to meet these needs and migrate their entire genomics workflow to AWS.

Why Life Sciences on AWS with Qumulo?

Enable product and 
service innovation

Increase efficiency and 
productivity

Enhance the customer 
experience

Enable agile  
decision-making
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Resources

Why Use Qumulo on AWS for Genomic Workloads

Genomic sequences are initially written to a Windows machine over SMB, then analyzed using 
LINUX software requiring NFS access to the data, before scientists and researchers can access 
that same data set over SMB for further analysis. With Qumuloʼs cross-protocol permissions, 
customers now have reliable and consistent access to hosted files across all protocols.

In order to feed performant EC2 instances and maintain effective data analysis, customers no 
longer need to migrate the data to the ephemeral storage associated with those EC2 instances 
and incur the costs of having the instances running during data hydration. Instead, customers 
can deploy EC2 resources (F1 instances, for example) and simply run the Qumulo file service, 
providing the throughput and IOPS performance customers expect, to scale workloads as large 
as they need, above and beyond what other solutions provide.

Finally, customers have multiple petabytes of genomic data that needs to be managed, 
analyzed, and revisited on a regular basis. Using Qumulo on AWS, life science customers are able 
to build a cost-effective, endlessly scalable file data lake without getting penalized for data 
access.

Machine learning on AWS

Learn about machine learning on AWS 
and the solutions that support it.

Qumulo DataBytes 

Learn how Qumulo enables file data-
based AI workflows on AWS: 

https://qumulo.com/blog/qumulo-
databytes-37-of-orgs-run-ai-in-
hybrid-
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Get a Qumulo Demo Today

https://qumulo.com/product/demo/contact-form/
https://qumulo.com/blog/qumulo-databytes-37-of-orgs-run-ai-in-hybrid-
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